The Feminism and Legal Theory Project at 30
A Workshop on Labor and Employment
April 25-26, 2014
Emory University School of Law—Room 575 Gambrell Hall
1301 Clifton Road, Atlanta, GA 30322

Friday, April 25, 2014
3 – 5 pm Theorizing Workers' Rights
G575, 5th floor, Gambrell Hall
• Labor Rights as Natural Rights | Sean Coyle (Birmingham Law School, University of Birmingham)
• A Positive Right to Free Labor | Rebecca Zietlow (University of Toledo)
• The Vulnerable Subject at Work: A New Perspective on the At-Will Employment Debate | Jonathan Fineman (Florida A&M University College of Law)

6:00 – 8:30 pm DINNER CELEBRATING FLT AT 30
Silverbell Pavilion, Emory Conference Center Hotel
1615 Clifton Rd NE, Atlanta, GA 30322
Please join us in celebrating the 30th anniversary of the Feminism and Legal Theory Project! Dinner will be served as we hear from special guests from throughout the Project's history.

Saturday, April 26, 2014
9 – 9:30 am CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
G575, 5th floor, Gambrell Hall

9:30 am – 12 pm Gendered Dimensions of Labor
• Decoupling Compensation from Value: A Look at Surrogacy | LiJia Gong (Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP)
• Improving Job Quality for Low-Wage Women Workers: A 21st Century Movement | Elizabeth Ben-Ishai (Center for Law and Social Policy)
• Navigating Gender Equality Deficits in a Post-Egalitarian, Intersectional World of Changing Work | Susan Bisom-Rapp (Thomas Jefferson School of Law)

12 – 1:00 pm LUNCH

1:15 – 3:15 pm Changing Forms of Employment
• Maintaining a Protected Workforce is a Shared Responsibility | Yue Ang (Oxford Brookes University)
• We are All Contingent | Ann McGinley (University of Las Vegas Boyd School of Law)
• Green Shoots in the Labor Market | Katherine VW Stone (University of California Los Angeles)

3:30 – 5:30 pm Restructuring Labor in a Global Marketplace
• Cross-border Mobility of Workers and Effective Enforcement of Labor and Employment Law | Marley Weiss (University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law)
• The Productive Subject in US Immigration Policy | Silas Allard (Emory University School of Law)
• Unionization by University Faculty: Collective Interests of Academic Labor | Risa Lieberwitz (School of Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell University)